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ABSTRACT: We use a recent ﬂavor of surface hopping dynamics to investigate the nonequilibrium transport of electrons as carried by a few ions through a solution of LennardJones spheres across a ﬁnite voltage. We analyze our nonequilibrium results through a
combination of equilibrium simulations and steady state rate equations. While the nonequilibrium dynamics approach in this paper is computationally demanding and likely
limited to reasonably small simulation sizes (or short time scales), the present study does
provide a simple means for us to understand the interplay between nuclear motion near a
metal surface and charge injection into/from the metal surface. This interplay is especially
interesting when the system of interest is far from the linear response regime (which might
well be very common in electrochemistry).

1. INTRODUCTION
The ﬁeld of electrochemistry is an area of physical chemistry
where the theoretical tools are unfortunately limited. By its very
nature, electrochemistry is diﬃcult to model atomistically: one
must treat the nuclear motion of solute and solvent molecules
(including mass transport over long distances), the electronic
and nuclear dynamics of the metal electrode, and electron
transfer at the electrode interface. As such, simulating electrochemistry is diﬃcult.1 That being said, the ﬁeld of electrochemistry touches upon so many interesting phenomena
corrosion, battery lifetimes, aluminum production, biosensors,
fuel cells, etc.that it is worthwhile developing new and
approximate theoretical tools.
In practice, for our purposes, it is convenient to consider
electrochemistry as the combination of two diﬀerent phenomena. First, in many electrochemistry experiments, chemical
reactions occur at a metal electrode; some covalent bonds are
broken, some are created. Second, at an electrochemical
interface, there will be electron transfer between a metal
electrode and a molecular species in solution. And this electron
transfer can come in diﬀerent ﬂavors: either outer sphere
electron transfer (where metal-molecule coupling is weak) or
inner sphere electron transfer (where metal−molecule coupling
is strong). Below, we will focus mostly on outer sphere electron
transfer; we will only brieﬂy discuss the role of breaking/
making bonds in section 5.2.
Our goal in the present paper is to model the solution-phase
ﬂow of electrons through a simple electrochemical setup.
See Figure 1. In particular, we want to model the following
three steps: (i) electrons hop from one metal electrode surface
(cathode on the right) onto solute charge carriers in solution,
© XXXX American Chemical Society

(ii) charged ions drift through an ambient liquid, (iii) electrons
leave the solute charge carriers and hop onto a metal electrode
surface (anode on the left), thus completing a cycle of reduction and oxidation of the charge carrier. From the point of
view of physical chemistry, most research in electrochemistry
has traditionally focused on the statistical mechanics of the
ions near the electrode interface (screening, e.g.2) rather than
dynamics. In this paper, our main focus is on treating the
quantum processes in steps i and iii.
To achieve this goal of explicitly addressing charge injection,
we will run dynamics on a ﬂuctuating stochastic potential. Consider a molecule that can be either charged or uncharged near a
wide-band metal.3 Without loss of generality, we assume the
charge-carrier molecule starts oﬀ neutral (at time 0) and we run
classical dynamics for the neutral molecule for some period
of initialization time. Thereafter, we allow stochastic changes
in the charge state of the molecule, which will in turn change
the molecule’s local environment and vibrational frequencies.
The details of when we change charge states are described
below (and in ref 4).
From the perspective of chemistry, the stochastic algorithm
just described can be considered a member of the surface hopping family, in the same spirit as the original Tully algorithm.5
However, whereas the original Tully algorithm was applied to
systems with only a few electronic states, the present algorithm
concerns surface hopping with a continuum of electronic states.
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Now, from the perspective of molecular conduction, the manybody surface hopping algorithm just described can be (and
was) derived43 in a straightforward fashion by (i) assuming the
metal-molecule coupling is small (in the spirit of outer-sphere
electrochemistry) which leads to a master equation, and (ii)
assuming the temperature is large enough that all nuclear
motion can be considered classical. Thus, our surface hopping
algorithm can be considered a “classical master equation”,
which guarantees that the method evolves to recover the
correct equilibrium distribution. Naturally, this approach should
be valid in the limit of outer sphere electrochemistry, i.e.
electron transfer between a metal surface and molecules that
are close by, but not covalently attached.4 Given the interdisciplinary nature of electrochemistry, it is perhaps not
surprising that simple techniques in one area of physics
(molecular conduction through molecules) will be useful in a
very diﬀerent area of chemistry (solution-phase charge carrier
transport). After all, there is a long history of nonequilibrium
chemical dynamics in statistical physics.44,45
Interestingly, recently Voth and co-workers46,47 performed
related nonequilibrium simulations to capture the ﬂow of
ions through a solution of electrolytes across a voltage. The
algorithm in the present paper can eﬀectively be considered an
atomistic version of the Voth coarse-grained scheme in refs 46
and 47, which evaluates hopping probabilities with an averaged
Marcus rate and does not allow back transfer. The method
proposed herein explicitly allows back electron transfer and
uses an atomistic electron transfer rate while assuming no
averaging of the transfer rate. While Voth et al. treat the
problem of the image charge properly, in the present paper, we
treat the eﬀect of the image charge only heuristically−just
enough to ensure that we extract the proper physics.
Finally, our aim is to study ionic conduction. Our plan of
attack is as follows. We consider a liquid made up of solvent
and redox-active solute atoms. We will simulate the ionic current through the liquid using both fully nonequilibrium molecular dynamics and a combination of equilibrium dynamics
with chemical kinetics. We will investigate how and when the
latter matches the former. Our paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 deﬁnes our model Hamiltonian, outlines the details of
our nonequilibrium algorithm, and reviews the working equations for estimating current with linear response. Section 3
provides all the necessary atomistic details about our simulation. Section 4 analyzes our simulation results and makes a
comparison between nonequilibrium and equilibrium dynamics. Section 5 separates mass transport versus electron transfer
contributions to the ﬁnal current. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

Figure 1. (Top) Schematic picture of our system. The blue open
circles labeled “A” denote solvent atoms and the red open circles
labeled “B” or “B−” denotes solute atoms. Solute atoms can be neutral
(“B”) or charged (“B−”). The Lennard-Jones interaction is shown with
blue arrows, the electric force due to the electric ﬁeld is represented by
a red arrow, and the long-range Coulomb interactions between
charged B− atoms is shown with dashed red arrows. The direction of
electron transfer is illustrated with a curved green arrow. (Bottom)
Electronic hybridization function as a function of z (which is also
known as the electronic broadening, Γ(z)/h; see eq 11).

As such, there are key distinctions between the two surface
hopping algorithms.
• Tully’s surface hopping algorithm (e.g., for two states)
propagates classical nuclei along adiabatic surfaces while
keeping track of the electronic coherences with an auxiliary set of amplitudes. Electronic hops are accompanied
by momentum adjustments to maintain energy conservation, and for accuracy, electronic decoherence must
be included on top of the Tully scheme.6−25
• The present algorithm for many states propagates nuclei
along diabatic potential energy surfaces corresponding
to diﬀerent charge states of the molecule and does not
propagate any electronic coherence at all (because we
assume the wide band limit for the metal surface).
According to the present algorithm, individual trajectories do not maintain energy conservation and there are
no momentum adjustments.
Nevertheless, despite these diﬀerences, both the Tully and
the present approach follow the same rules roughly: classical
nuclear motion along static (not mean-ﬁeld) potential energy
surfaces with hops between surfaces to account for nonadiabatic relaxation. Furthermore, both approaches recover
detailed balance, either approximately (in the case of the Tully
algorithm26,27) or exactly (in the case of the present algorithm).
In practice, the need to go beyond Tully’s original algorithm is
dictated only by computational cost: running Tully dynamics
over a continuum of adiabatic electronic states would be
astronomically expensive (though approximations can be
made28−30). This statement about computational cost would
be true for most other quantum or mixed quantum-classical
methods31−42 if they treat the electronic bath explicitly. In
short, the present many-body version of surface hopping was
designed to treat an open quantum system with minimal cost.

2. THEORY
For the notation we let q be the charge of an ion and e be the
charge of an electron, so that q/e is dimensionless.
2.1. The Model Hamiltonian. Our model system is a slab
system consisting of two parallel plane electrodes separated
in the z direction. Periodic boundary conditions are applied
in the x and y directions (not z). We consider two classes
of atoms: solvent atoms (“A”) and charge carrier solute
atoms (“B”). The total Hamiltonian of the system is the
following:
H(r(A), r(B), v(A), v(B), q(B)) ≡ Ek + UAA + UAB + UBB
+ Uelectrode + Ufield + Uatomic
B

(1)
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diﬀerthe applied electric ﬁeld will interact with charged B−
atoms. The potential energy due to the electric ﬁeld is

where Ek is the total kinetic energy, r and v are the sets of 3D
coordinates and velocities of a particular atom type, and q is the
charge on B atoms. A schematic ﬁgure of the system is shown in
Figure 1, where we also indicate the pairwise interactions and the
hybridization function for electron transfer.
2.1.1. A−A and A−B Interactions. Since the A atoms are
neutral, the A−A and A−B interactions are chosen to be simple
Lennard-Jones interactions whether B is neutral or charged:
UAA
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ri(A)

Ufield =

i

ζaccept(ΔzL , ΔH ) = dt

(4)

Here ε and σ are the Lennard-Jones constants.
2.1.2. B−B Interaction. A solute (B) atom can be charged or
neutral. Let qi and qj be the charges on two atoms. The B−B
interaction is deﬁned as a Lennard-Jones interaction plus a
Coulomb interaction.

(B)
(B)
(B)
UBB(r(B)
i , r j ) ≡ ULJ (|ri − r j |) +

Lz

Γ(ΔzL)
1
ℏ 1 + exp(β(ΔH − μL q/e))
(10)

Γ(z) = Γ0 exp( −z /λ)

(5)

(11)

The parameter Γ0 denotes the strength of coupling when the
solute sits at the metal surface, and λ is the decay parameter for
the coupling in space (also known as β−1 for electron transfer in
molecules3). ΔH is the change in energy (see eq 1) after the
charge is accepted, to which we add the eﬀect of a new image
charge:

qiqj
(B)
4π ϵ|r(B)
i − rj |

⎝

where dt is the time span in which electron transfer is considered, ΔzL is the absolute distance between the atom and the
left electrode, β = 1/(kbT) . For the electron transfer probability for the right electrode, one substitutes R for L. Γ(z) is the
position dependent hybridization function deﬁned as

(B)
∑ UBB(r(B)
i , rj )
i<j

i

⎞q
(zi(B) − z(L))⎟ i
⎠e
(9)

where
and
are the coordinates of A and B atoms
labeled i and j. The sum in each case is restricted to A−A and
A−B pairs. For simplicity in this study, we assume that A and B
are identical with respect to these interactions: εAA = εAB = ε
and σAA = σAB = σ. For simplicity of notation, we deﬁne the pair
potential ULJ:

UBB =

μR − μL

2.1.5. Electron Aﬃnity. The electron aﬃnity energy is included
in the term Uatomic in eq 1. Note that we do not include ionization
energy in eq 1 because we do not have a positive charge carrier in
our system for simplicity. In the future, it will be interesting to have
two types of charge carriers, negative and positive.
2.2. Boundary Conditions and Electron transfer. Let us
now discuss the boundary conditions at the electrode, where B
atoms can accept charge from the metal and B− can donate a
charge to the metal. Our approach will be based on the classical
master equation and surface hopping dynamics presented in
refs 4 and 43. The model is very simple: if the ith solute atom
(Bi) accepts an electron (making Bi−), then the charge qi
changes from 0 to e in eq 6 and eq 9 and the system evolves
accordingly. Vice versa, if the ith solute atom (Bi−) donates an
electron (making Bi), then the charge qi changes from e to 0.
The probability for a neutral solute atom (B) to accept an
electron from the left metal is

rj(B)

⎡⎛ σ ⎞12 ⎛ σ ⎞6 ⎤
ULJ(r ) = 4ε⎢⎜ ⎟ − ⎜ ⎟ ⎥
⎣⎝ r ⎠
⎝r⎠ ⎦

⎛

∑ Ufield(zi(B)) ≡ ∑ ⎜μL +

(6)

Here ϵ is the permittivity. Note that if one or both of the solute
atoms is neutral, UBB = ULJ.
2.1.3. Electrode−A and Electrode−B Interactions. We
represent each electrode as a simple planar surface with respect
to its interactions with the atoms in the liquid. The interaction
between electrodes and an A atom or a B atom is a LennardJones interaction deﬁned above in eq 4. If z(L) is the z-coordinate
(A)
(A)
for the left electrode, U(LA)
− z(L)|). All other
electrode(r ) ≡ ULJ(|z
atom−electrode potentials are deﬁned analogously.
2.1.4. Interaction with External Electric Field. The
relationship between the voltage (V) and the electrochemical
potential (μ) of the left (L) and right (R) electrodes is deﬁned as
μ
μ
VL ≡ L , VR ≡ R , V ≡ VL − VR
(7)
e
e

ΔH = H(r, v, q1 , q2 , ···, qi = e , ···, q N )
B

− H(r, v, q1 , q2 , ···, qi = 0, ···, q N ) + ΔUimage
B

(12)

ΔUimage must be included in eq 12 because image charges in
the metal will adjust very quickly to the appearance of a
B− atom, and the eﬀect of such an image charge need not be
small if a B− atom is close to an electrode. In truth, an optimal
algorithm should actually evaluate all image charges (corresponding to all charged B− atoms) at every time step as part of
the Hamiltonian eq 1−not just when a B atom approaches a
surface and accepts a charge. Calculating the locations and
ﬁelds of all image charges (on both conducting electrodes) is
possible48 and has been achieved by Voth et al.46 For now,
though, and for the sake of simplicity, we presume that image
charge eﬀects will be signiﬁcant only near the electrode surface
and we include such eﬀects only through eq 12.49 Thus, for
example, when B accepts a charge from the left electrode, to
ﬁrst order, we assume
−q
ΔUimage = μL
(13)
e

where e is the electron charge (negative). The external
electric ﬁeld can be calculated from the voltage between the
two electrodes:
μ − μR
V − VR
V
= L
= L
,≡
Lz
Lz
eLz
(8)
where Lz is the distance between the two electrodes. When
the voltages VL and VR at the two electrodes are diﬀerentor
equivalently the electrochemical potentials for electrons μL and μR
C
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To complete the story, the probability for a charge B− to
donate an electron to the left electrode is completely analogous
to eq 10
ζdonate(ΔzL , ΔH ) = dt
= dt

2.4. Linear Response Theory. With equal electrochemical
potentials on both left and right electrodes (i.e., no voltage,
V = 0), the methodology just described is essentially a sampling
of the grand canonical ensemble for charge carrier species B
and B−.57 The only nuance here is that, in the course of a
Monte Carlo simulation, we add/subtract charges according to
a position dependent criteria based on Γ(z)whereas the
insertion rate is usually treated as a constant.57 That being said,
many interesting phenomena appear when we have diﬀerent
electrochemical potentials on two electrodes (e.g., a current).
Within the context of equilibrium statistical mechanics, linear
response theory (and speciﬁcally the Green−Kubo relation) is a
powerful tool for estimating the conductivity of the system.
According to linear response, if we denote the perturbation
to the equilibrium system as H1 = ,qz , then to ﬁrst order of
βH1, the response of the system is proportional to the time
integral of the velocity autocorrelation function as calculated
from an equilibrium simulation. The mobility u is then
calculated to be3

⎞
Γ(ΔzL) ⎛
1
⎜⎜1 −
⎟⎟
1 + exp(β(ΔH − μL q /e)) ⎠
ℏ ⎝
Γ(ΔzL)
1
ℏ 1 + exp(β(μL q /e − ΔH ))
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(14)

and similarly for the right electrode.
Finally, we make one comment on periodicity in the x and y
directions. In principle, we should use fully two-dimensional
periodic boundary conditions in the x, y directions to eliminate
spurious wall eﬀects where there is no electrode. That being
said, in practice, simulating 2D periodic boundary conditions for long-range Coulombic interactions (that cannot be
truncated) in a charged box is tedious; Ewald summation in
two dimensions with a charged unit cell is possible but not
trivial.50−53 Thus, for this paper, we will take a short-cut and
calculate the direct Coulomb interaction only between a given
atom and the closest periodic image of another atom (the
minimum image convention54); this prescription should be
accurate enough with only a few charged particles present
simultaneously in the system.
2.3. Algorithm. A step-by-step outline of our simulation
algorithm is as follows:
1 Initialize the model system.
a Initialize for each atom its position (ri), velocity
(vi), charge (qi), atomic mass (mi) and LennardJones constants (σ and ε).
b Fix the value of the electrochemical potentials μL
and μR.
2 Propagate each atom and a Nosé thermostat55 using the
velocity Verlet algorithm.56 The forces are obtained by
calculating the negative gradient of the total Hamiltonian
in eq 1:
F(r) = −∇r H

u=β

∫0

∞

dt

vz(0)vz(t )

=

β
3

∫0

∞

dt v(0) ·v(t )
(16)

More generally, if we deﬁne the current density J
J(r, t ) =

q ∑j vj(t )δ(r − rj)
(17)

V

where V is the volume of the system, eq 16 becomes the
Green−Kubo expression for conductivity:
σc =

β
3

∫ dr ∫0

∞

dt ⟨J(0, 0) ·J(r, t )⟩

(18)

In practice, below we would like to compare (i) the current as calculated with our nonequilibrium surface hopping
approach versus (ii) the current as calculated with linear
response. To make this comparison, we have calculated and
integrated the velocity-velocity correlation function in eq 16.58
With this in mind, the conductance (G = I/V, the inverse of
resistance) is calculated as follows. First, we calculate the
conductivity:

(15)

3 Evaluate the probability for electron transfer between
the electrodes and a charge carrier. Loop over all charge
carriers (i.e., B atoms):
a Calculate ΔH with eq 12.
b If B is charged, use eq 14 to calculate the proba−
bility ζ(L)
donate for charge donation (B → B) to the
left electrode (and the analogous probability for
the right electrode ζ(R)
donate). Generate a random
−
number g sampled from [0,1]. If g < ζ(L)
donate, B
donates the electron to the left electrode. Other(R)
−
wise if g < ζ(L)
donate + ζdonate, B donates the electron
to the right electrode. Go to step 3d.
c If B is neutral, use eq 10 to calculate the proba−
bility ζ(L)
accept for charge acceptance (B → B ) from
the left electrode (and the analogous probability
for the right electrode ζRaccept). Generate a random
number g sampled from [0,1]. If g < ζ(L)
accept, B
accepts the electron from the left electrode.
(R)
Otherwise if g < ζ(L)
accept + ζaccept, B accepts the electron from the right electrode. Go to step 3d.
d If an electron transfer event occurs, update the
charges as used in eq 1 and eq 15.
4 Continue to step 2.

⟨Jz ⟩ = σc ,z = ρq e⟨vz⟩ = ρq e 2u ,z

(19)

⇒σc = ρq ue 2

(20)
−

where ρq is the density of B atoms, ,z = , is the electric ﬁeld,
and u is the mobility deﬁned in eq 16. Second, the conductance
of our system is
G = σc

Sxy
Lz

= ρq ue 2

Sxy
Lz

= ue 2

Nq Sxy
= Lz

(21)

where Sxy is the cross-sectional area in xy plane of our system.
Here ρq ≡ Nq/= . Nq is the total number of B− atoms in the
system and = is the eﬀective volume of the system (= < V):
= = SxyLz(eff )

(22)

L(eff)
is the system’s eﬀective length in the z-direction. Because
z
of the repulsion between atoms and electrodes at short distances (according to a Lennard-Jones potential), we should
f)
expect L(ef
< Lz, where Lz is the total distance between two
z
f)
electrodes. In practice, L(ef
is calculated by measuring the
z
D
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distance between the two peaks closest to the left and right
electrodes in Figure 5a.
In the end, eq 21 leads to

G=

ue 2Nq
LzLz(eff )

, I = GV
(23)
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eq 23 will be used below to estimate the current of our system
according to linear response theory.

3. ATOMISTIC DETAILS
For our simulation cell, the two electrodes extend along the xy
plane between z = ±30 Å, and the cell length is 20 Å in both
the x and y directions. Between the electrodes, there are
490 “argon” (A) atoms and the charge carriers are modeled by
14 “ﬂuorine” (B) atoms. For the sake of simplicity, all atoms
share the same Lennard-Jones constants as those of argon
atom: σ = 3.405 Å and ε = 0.2379 kcal/mol (see eq 4). The
mass of the A atoms is 39.948 amu and the mass of the B atoms
is 18.998 amu. For computational convenience, we use the
minimum image convention54 for both Coulomb and Leonard
Jones interactions, whereby each atom interacts with only one
(i.e., the closest) of the periodic images of another atom. For
simplicity, we truncate all Lennard-Jones interactions at 8.5 Å
in eq 1. For the Coulomb interaction between B− atoms,
the permittivity is set as ϵ = 80ϵ0, i.e., water. Our system is
thermostated55 at 300 K. For the electron transfer, the strength
of electronic coupling is chosen such that the largest
transferring rate is Γ0/ℏ = 0.001/fs for the deﬁnition of
hybridization function, and λ = 2 Å. The electron aﬃnity of the
B atoms is 3.4011895 eV59 (Uatomic in eq 1). Before activating
any external electric ﬁeld or electron transfer, our system
is evolved (at 300 K) for 1 ns. We gather statistics from
100 trajectories of length 4 ns.
The electrochemical potential of the right electrode is ﬁxed
at −3.4000000 eV which is close to the electron aﬃnity of the
ﬂuorine charge carriers (i.e., the B atoms); with this choice of
electrochemical potential, there should be neither too many nor
too few charged B− atoms in the system. To simulate a change
in voltage as applied to the system, we change only the electrochemical potential of the left electrode. We restrict ourselves to
the nonresonant case that the electrochemical potential of the
left electrode should be less than or equal to the electrochemical potential of the right electrode; thus, the electric
ﬁeld always points to the right (and electrons drift to the left).
See the inset in Figure 3.60

Figure 2. Cumulative net electron transfer count as a function of time
at voltage 0.05 V. Γ0/ℏ = 0.001/fs. For the left electrode (blue), the
net electron count is the total number of electrons that have been
donated by the solute up through time t minus the total number of
electrons that have been accepted by the solute up through time t.
For the right electrode (red), the net electron count is the total
number of electrons that have been accepted by the solute up through
time t minus the total number of electrons that have been donated by
the solute up through time t. The diﬀerence between the red and blue
curves is the net charge of the system. At early times, the net electron
transfer count does not grow linearly, but after some transient time, a
steady state is reached whereby the net electron transfer count grow
linearly; the current can be calculated from the slope.

response prediction. To evaluate eq 23, we must ﬁrst calculate
Nq (the total number of charged solute atoms in the system)
f)
and L(ef
(the eﬀective length of the box in the z direction).
z
• The average net charge of the system (Nq) can be
calculated easily by measuring the diﬀerence between the
two curves in Figure 2, assuming that the system starts
oﬀ (at t = 0) with no charge.
f)
• To estimate L(ef
z , we use the distance between the two
major peaks in the position distribution for electron
transfer, which is 53.2 Å. More details about these peaks
in the electron transfer position distribution will be discussed in section 4.3.
In Figure 3, we plot two diﬀerent versions of the linear
response current eq 23. First, we plot the estimated current
evaluated with the correct, steady-state nonequilibrium number
of charged B− atoms (Nq(V)) as in Figure 4; this plot recovers
the basic plateauing of the I−V curve. Second, we plot the
estimated current assuming the number of charged B− atoms
(Nq) is ﬁxed and does not change with voltage (we choose the
equilibrium (V = 0) density of B− atoms in Figure 4); naturally,
this plot gives a completely linear I−V relationship. All three
curves agree at small voltage but both linear response curves
consistently overestimate the current at large voltages.
There are two possible explanations for the overestimation
by linear response. First, at large voltages, the charge carriers
need not respond linearly to the voltage so the charge carriers
might move slower than suggested by a linear response
estimate.61 Second, as the voltage increases, the time scale for
charge carrier drift decreases. Eventually, if the box is small
enough, this time scale will become comparable to the time

4. RESULTS
We now analyze the model above exhaustively.
4.1. I−V Curve. In Figure 2 we plot the cumulative net
electron transfer count as a function of time for 0.05 V. The
blue and red curves are the cumulative count of net electron
transfer into the left electrode and out of the right electrode,
respectively. The steady-state current is the average slope of
the curves at long time (i.e., after 1 ns). The diﬀerence between
the two curves in Figure 2 is simply the average net charge of
the system as a function of time. (Note that, at time 0, the
system starts oﬀ charge neutral.)
The I−V data are shown in Figure 3. The solid curve with
cross markers is data from our nonequilibrium simulation.
While the overall curve is not linear, we do ﬁnd a linear I−V
relationship for small voltages. To better understand this linear
regime, we compare our simulation data versus the linear
E
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waiting time experienced by charge carriers (before an electron
transfer event) is not small compared to the mass transport
time, linear response theory will obviously overestimate the
current.
These two explanations are not mutually exclusive; both
could be present in our simulation box. In fact, in section 5.1,
we will isolate how much each explanation contributes to the
ﬁnal current.60
4.2. Position of Charged Solute (B−) Atoms. Electrochemistry is the study of chemical reactions at metal surfaces.
Our ultimate interest in these simulations are the dynamics of
charge injection to or from the metal surface, and how those
charge injection dynamics are inﬂuenced by the local
environment at the surface of the metal (including the ambient
electric ﬁeld). For example, there is currently a great deal of
interest in studying the double layer of solvated ions near
metallic surfaces.62−68 To that end, a natural quantity for us to
calculate is the distribution of charged ion position; this
distribution is one measure of the solute’s structure at the
electrode interface and should be highly correlated with the
dynamics of charge injection.
We have calculated this distribution in two diﬀerent ways:
• We calculate a histogram while sampling ion positions
from snapshots of nonequilibrium simulations.
• We ﬁx a speciﬁc number of charged solute atoms for the
system, and then construct a histogram while sampling
ion positions from equilibrium simulations with a static
electric ﬁeld deﬁned in eq 8.
These nonequilibrium and equilibrium distributions must be
separately normalized for any comparison. A priori, we can
expect two limiting cases. On the one hand, with weak enough
coupling between the solution and the metal (Γ0 → 0), the
equilibrium simulations must be equivalent to the nonequilibrium simulations if the charge is chosen correctly. On
the other hand, if Γ0 is large enough, we expect that ion density
will be nearly uniform throughout the system, as current ﬂows
through the system.
Figure 5a shows the normalized distribution (of z coordinates) corresponding to negative ion position both for nonequilibrium and equilibrium simulation at a low voltage (0.02 V).
For the equilibrium simulation, we inserted three B− atoms into
the simulation (which should be a good estimate; see section 4.1
and ref 69). From Figure 5a, we ﬁnd that, even with small
voltage, the equilibrium distribution is nearly the mirror opposite of the nonequilibrium distribution. Whereas the equilibrium distribution (with a small electric ﬁeld pointing to the
right) slightly favors negative ions sitting on the left, the nonequilibrium distribution slightly favors negative ions on the
right. This discrepancy is easy to rationalize: for the nonequilibrium simulations alone, there is a small sink on the left
which can accept electrons. (Note that the layer structure near
both electrodes results simply from the Lennard-Jones
interaction between the electrodes and the atoms; this layer
structure is not terribly interesting.)
The diﬀerences between the equilibrium and nonequilibrium
distributions in Figure 5a are ampliﬁed dramatically in the case
of higher voltage. Figure 5b shows the normalized distributions
at voltage 0.4 V. For the equilibrium simulations, we consider
either one or two B− atoms. In this ﬁgure, the electric ﬁeld
drives all of the charged B− ions far to the left according to the
equilibrium simulations; however, according to the nonequilibrium simulations, there is nearly a uniform density of

Figure 3. Current of the system as a function of the voltage applied.
Γ0/ℏ = 0.001/fs. The blue curve marked by crosses is the result from
our nonequilibrium simulation (NEMD = non-equilibrium molecular
dynamics). The black curves are estimates from linear response theory
(eq 23). The black curve with open circles calculates the current using a
voltage-dependent number of B− atoms (see Figure 4); the dashed black
line assumes that the number of charged solute atoms is ﬁxed (at zero
voltage). At low voltages, linear response theory agrees with our
nonequilibrium results quite well, but linear response overestimates the
current in the case of high voltage. The inset is a schematic ﬁgure
illustrating how a change in voltage is applied to the system: we keep a
ﬁxed electrochemical potential μR for the right electrode and we decrease
the electrochemical potential of the left electrode μL: μL ≤ μR, resonant
transport is not considered. μSys denotes the electrochemical potential of
the system (which is close to the electron aﬃnity of the B atoms).60

Figure 4. Average number of charged (B−) atoms in the system as a
function of voltage. Γ0/ℏ = 0.001/fs. This number decreases as the
voltage increases because our voltage window is applied only to the left
electrode (see the inset of Figure 3 for a schematic illustration).

scale of electron transfer at the leads. At the same time,
however, eq 23 takes into account only the migration of charge
carriers (i.e., mass transport) to calculate current. Thus, if the
F
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help us to understand the I−V curve atomistically. We will
calculate this distribution in two diﬀerent ways:
• For the nonequilibrium simulations, we simply make a
histogram of all B or B− positions at the time of electron
transfer.
• For the equilibrium simulations, we calculate the equilibrium distribution of B or B− positions (assuming there
is no electron transfer, Γ0 = 0), and we multiply that
equilibrium distribution by the position dependent
hybridization function deﬁned in eq 11.
Figure 6 shows the normalized distribution of z coordinates
for electron transfer events for both nonequilibrium and

Figure 5. Normalized distribution of the z coordinates for the
positions of the B− ions using both nonequilibrium and equilibrium
simulations. Γ0/ℏ = 0.001/fs. (a) Low voltage 0.02 V. (b) High
voltage 0.4 V. (c) Comparison of low and high voltage. For the green
curve, we reduce the hybridization Γ0 by a factor of 10, Γ0/ℏ =
0.0001/fs. Equilibrium simulations with a number of B− ions do
not recover the nonequilibrium data at either low or high voltage,
and the disagreement increases at higher voltage. Obviously, one
cannot ignore the electron transfer rate at the electrodes for large
enough Γ0.

charged ions across the simulation box corresponding to a
steady current through the liquid. Moreover, the density of
anions decreases slowly as one approaches the sink on the left
electrode. From this ﬁgure, one ascertains that there is far more
screening of the external electric ﬁeld in the equilibrium
simulation as opposed to the nonequilibrium simulation.
Whereas the B− ions yield a strong electric ﬁeld going from
right to left in the equilibrium simulation (and against the
external ﬁeld), there is no such eﬀect in the nonequilibrium
simulations. In fact, in the nonequilibrium simulations, the
B− ions might even yield a small electric ﬁeld going from left to
right (in the same direction as the external ﬁeld). In the future,
it will be illuminating to insert bystander electrolytes into our
simulation, as done by Voth et al. in ref 46, to model the
screening eﬀects of nonreactive ions.
In Figure 5c, we plot the nonequilibrium results from 0.02
and 0.4 V on the same y-scale. Here, we see the density of
B− ions near the left electrode is indeed far lower in the case
of high voltage as compared to the case of low voltage.
To understand the diﬀerence, note that there are two opposing eﬀects here. On the one hand, with higher voltage, the
B− ions feel an external ﬁeld pushing them to the left. On the
other hand, however, with higher voltage, the electrons can
also more easily escape into the left electrode once the B− ion
is close by. Apparently, in this regime, the second eﬀect wins
out. With a smaller Γ0, however, the ﬁrst eﬀect does win out
(as shown with the green cure in Figure 5c).The relative sizes
of these two eﬀects will be crucial for understanding solvent
structure at the interfaces of polarizable and nonpolarizable
electrodes.
4.3. Position of Electron Transfer. Lastly, we calculate the
distribution of B or B− ions at the time of electron transfer to

Figure 6. Normalized z-coordinate distribution of solute atoms during
electron transfer events for both nonequilibrium and equilibrium
simulations at voltage 0.02 V. Γ0/ℏ = 0.001/fs. Top: electron transfer
from the electrodes to solute atoms. Bottom: electron transfer from
solute atoms to the electrodes. Parts a and c are normalized on the lefthand side [-30, 0]; parts b and d are normalized on right-hand side
[0, 30], The equilibrium simulation has three B− atoms in the system.
Clearly, an equilibrium simulation can recover the correct ratio of
electron transfer events between diﬀerent layers.

equilibrium simulations at low voltage (0.02 V). The equilibrium
simulation contains three B− atoms. Note here that, in each
subplot, the distributions are normalized across either
the left side of the box [-30, 0] or the right side of the box
[0, 30] (rather than across the whole region [-30, 30] as in
section 4.2). As can be seen from the ﬁgure, the equilibrium and nonequilibrium results agree nearly exactly. This
agreement can be understood by investigating Figure 5a; even
though the NEMD (blue) and equilibrium (red) curves are
quantitatively diﬀerent from each other, the two curves are very
similar if renormalized on the left and right-hand sides, respectively. For both curves in Figure 5a, the innermost layer nearest
the electrode has a larger magnitude than the second layer.
Thus, at low voltage, an equilibrium approach can correctly
recover some features of nonequilibrium electron transfer−
even with relatively large Γ0.
Whereas Figure 6 shows the equilibrium calculations can
yield some useful information at low voltage, Figure 770
shows that at high voltage (0.4 V), the equilibrium simulations
G
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ﬁeld, and ΓET/ℏ is the electron transfer rate as the B− atoms
inject an electron into the left electrode. The kinetic equations
for this model are

dBr−
= −k f Br − + S
dt

(25a)

dBl −
Γ
= k f Br − − ET Bl−
dt
ℏ

(25b)

dBl
Γ
= ET Bl −
dt
ℏ

(25c)

where S represents a source current.
Now, the measurable current through the system is the electron transfer rate:
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I=

Bl −
ΓET − ΓET
Bl =
(Br − + Bl −)
ℏ
ℏ Br − + Bl −

(26)

dBl−/dt

At steady state (where
= 0 in eq 25b), we ﬁnd Bl− =
−
ℏkf Br /ΓET, so eq 26 becomes

Figure 7. Voltage = 0.4V otherwise (a) Same as Figure 6b. (b) Same
as Figure 6c. The equilibrium simulations have one and two B−
atoms in the system. Equilibrium simulations fail to recover the
ratio of electron transfer events between diﬀerent layers in such
high voltage. However, as shown by the green dash curve labeled
“NEMD factorization” in part b, the correct answer is recovered
by multiplying the NEMD ion distribution in Figure 5b by Γ(z) in
eq 11.

I=

ΓET / ℏ

−
Bl/r

ΓET k f
ΓET + ℏk f

Nq

(27)

Here Nq is the total number of B atoms in the system.
Inverting eq 27, one ﬁnds a familiar equation:72
1
1
ℏ
1
ℏ
=
+
=
+
I
k f Nq
ΓET Nq
IMT
ΓET Nq

(28)

where IMT is deﬁned as the current of mass transport. Thus,
within this model, we conclude that the total electron transfer time is the sum of the mass transport time plus the electron transfer time at the electrode. Note that eqs 25−28
neglect the backward electron transfer from the left electrode
to neutral B atoms. This unidirectional ﬂow of electrons
should be valid only at large voltages according to eq 10; as
such, we expect eq 28 may deviate from reality when the
voltage is low.
eq 28 can be used to roughly disentangle the eﬀects of a slow
charge injection time versus the eﬀect of a breakdown of linear
response at high voltage. To make such an argument, we must
specify Nq, ΓET, and IMT in eq 28.
• First, for Nq, the number of B− atoms is taken from
Figure 4 (and the corresponding curve for smaller Γ0).
• Second, for ΓET, one must use caution because the electron transfer rate in eq 11 is position dependent. Furthermore, from Figures 6 and 7, we know that electron
transfer events occur over a range of atomic positions.
For the sake of simplicity (and also for consistency with
the deﬁnition of IMT), we will estimate ΓET by (i) calculating the average position of electron transfer from the
atoms to the left electrode ⟨zET⟩ and (ii) replacing z =
Lz/2 − |⟨zET⟩| in eq 11 to calculate a single rate ΓET/ℏ for
a speciﬁc voltage.
• Third and ﬁnally, to demonstrate the limitations of linear
response theory, we will calculate the mass transport
current IMT in two diﬀerent ways:
1 We calculate the mass transport current according to
linear response for ion ﬂow, with eq 23.
2 We analyze the nonequilibrium (NEMD) velocity proﬁle
of the B− atoms (i.e., velocity distribution in space)

5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Nonlinearity and Electron Transfer. In section 4.1
(Figure 3), we found that linear response consistently
overestimates the true NEMD current. Given that the current
in an electrochemical cell is limited by two major processes,
(i) mass transport of charge carriers and (ii) electron transfer
at the electrode interface, one would like to isolate the
contribution of each process to the total current.
To disentangle these eﬀects, we now use a very simple model
to calculate the current in our solution. We divide the set of
all negatively charge B− anions into those near the left electrode and those near the right electrode, and imagine the
mechanism:
kf

ΓET + ℏk f

(Br− + Bl−) =

−

do not recover even the relative ratio of electron transfer
events occurring in the diﬀerent layers of the solution. This
mismatch is perhaps not surprising given the diﬀerent ion
densities in Figure 5b between the equilibrium and NEMD
simulations. To conﬁrm this interpretation, in Figure 7b, we
plot a fourth curve, labeled “NEMD factorization” which is
the NEMD ion distribution in Figure 5b multiplied by Γ(z) in
eq 11. The agreement between this fourth curve and the
histogram of nonequilibrium electron transfer positions suggests
that, at steady state, the dynamics of charge transfer into the
electrode can sometimes be characterized completely by the
simple steady-state distribution of negative ions−but calculating
such a distribution does require performing nonequilibrium
molecular dynamics.71

Br− → Bl− ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ Bl

ΓET k f

(24)
−

Here,
denotes the number (density) of B atoms near the
left and right electrodes, respectively, kf represents the drift rate
of B− atoms from right to left as caused by the ambient electric
H
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and calculate the average velocity in the z direction ⟨vz⟩.
We then calculate IMT as

IMT =

Nqe⟨vz⟩
Lz(eff )

(29)

A typical velocity proﬁle is shown in Figure 8, where one
can diﬀerentiate the nonequilibrium velocity from the linear
response velocity. The average nonequilibrium velocity ⟨vz⟩
in the middle region of the system is approximately 31%
smaller than the linear response velocity.
For consistency with ΓET, in Figure 9 only, we redeﬁne the
f)
eﬀective length as L(ef
≡ 2|⟨zET⟩|. Note that, with this
z
(ef f)
deﬁnition, Lz will change a little bit depending on voltage.
In Figure 9, we plot the NEMD I−V curves corresponding to
two diﬀerent hybridization functions (on the left Γ0/ℏ = 0.001/fs,
on the right Γ0/ℏ = 0.0001/fs). We also plot eq 28: for IMT we
use either eq 23 or the nonequilibrium velocity proﬁle in Figure 8
with eq 29. For reference, we also include the raw linear response
Green−Kubo estimates from Figure 3. At high voltage, Figure 9
isolates the corrections to the linear response current that arise
from (i) calculating the velocity proﬁle of a charge particle
beyond linear response and (ii) including explicitly the waiting
time for electron transfer.
This eﬀectively completes our analysis of the I−V curves. The
seasoned electrochemist might be surprised by the fact that, at
high voltage, the current in our model is not limited by the diffusion of charge carriers as in a common electrochemical cell.72
Instead, at large voltages, the current in Figure 9 is limited largely
by charge injection. The explanation for this discrepancy is that
our simulations above do not include supporting electrolyte. If
there are no supporting electrolytes to form a double layer near
the electrode and screen almost all of the electric ﬁeld, charged
ions move by drift (i.e., they are pushed by the electric ﬁeld)
instead of by diﬀusion. And, in such a case, mass transport is not
limiting at high voltage and small length scales.
5.2. Interfacial Reaction. Before concluding, we now
want to say a few words about chemical reactions at electrode
interfaces. Clearly, such chemical reactions (that create and

Figure 8. NEMD velocity proﬁles for a voltage of 0.8 V with Γ0/ℏ =
0.001 (blue curve) and Γ0/ℏ = 0.0001 (green curve). The velocity
proﬁles have been smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian of
width σ = 1 Å. At the edges of the box, near the electrodes, the
ions have net velocity zero (as they must). The red solid line and the
cyan dashed-dot line are the average velocities in the range
[−10,10]Å for the two diﬀerent Γ0, respectively. Note that the
average velocity in the middle of the system box is eﬀectively
independent of the value of Γ0, and can be used to estimate the
eﬀective bulk drift velocity at high voltage. The black dashed line is
the velocity calculated from linear response: ⟨vz⟩ = u ,ze . The
velocities are negative because the B− atoms ﬂow from right to
left. The linear response result overestimates the velocity of the B−
atoms by approximately 31%.

Figure 9. I−V curves calculated from NEMD simulations, linear response theory eq 23 (same as in Figure 3), and with a more sophisticated kinetic
theory (eq 28). Two diﬀerent Γ0/ℏ are used in the simulations, (a) 0.001/fs and (b) 0.0001/fs. In eq 28, IMT is calculated in two diﬀerent ways:
either with eq 23 or with eq 29. The black arrows represent the errors in current that arise from ignoring the waiting time for electron transfer, and
the gray arrows represent the errors in current that arise from assuming that ionic velocity follows linear response theory.
I
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ionic solution. Figure 9 shows the key conclusions of this paper:
in order to recover the results of a nonequilibrium simulation
in the case of high applied voltage, we ﬁnd it necessary to
explicitly model both the nonequilibrium dynamics of the
electron transfer processes and the nonlinear behavior of solute
velocity.
Looking forward, we would next like to study larger
simulations (e.g., those of Voth et al.46,47), including
heterogeneous liquids made up of many polarizable solvent
molecules and a host of electrolytes. While the model above
was applied only for a collection of Lennard-Jones spheres, the
approach should certainly be applicable to a variety of electrochemical systems, with arbitrarily complicated force ﬁelds. We
would expect that, with polarizable waters as solvent, the
electron-transfer dynamics will be sensitive to the time scale for
water reorientation (∼1 ps) and that solvent structure and
electrostatic shielding may greatly aﬀect the probability for an
electron hop. Furthermore, as is well-known, with electrolytes,
a double layer will appear that will further shield the external
electric ﬁeld so that, even at reasonably high voltages, mass
transfer is by diﬀusion rather than by drift. We are now
beginning to run such calculations.
For very large systems, a direct study of charge transport
may be diﬃcult with the direct approach detailed in section 2.
The reasons are 3-fold: First, because the electronic coupling
is position dependent and the electron transfer event is
probabilistic, our simulation time step (dt) is severely limited
by the time scale for electron transfer and dt cannot be too
large. Second, we waste a great deal of time calculating solvent
reconﬁguration and diﬀusion, especially since there are potentially more computationally eﬃcient means to addresses such
processes. If we want to handle large electrochemical cells, we
expect methodological advances will be necessary to enhance
the sampling of the electron transfer processes. Third and
ﬁnally, one diﬃcult question that will need to be addressed is
how does the presence of polarizable solvent molecules aﬀect
the quantum mechanical lifetime (or broadening) of a charged
ion (eq 11). This work is ongoing.
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break bonds) are missing in our treatment above. One simple
means to incorporate such chemical reactions is to change the
Lennard-Jones constants between charge carrying solute atoms
and the electrodes, such that the charge carriers might be trapped
on electrodes. The trapping of charge carriers at interfaces can be
considered the simplest model of a chemical reaction whereby
charge carriers become bonded to the electrode.
With this in mind, we have studied diﬀerent Lennard-Jones
potentials as obtained by changing the constant ε and thereby
adjusting the depth of the potential well. The base (1×) ε is set as
0.2379 (as used above in section 3), and we consider LennardJones constants ε of 2.379 (10×) and 11.895 (50×). In Figure 10,

Figure 10. Cumulative net electron transfer count as a function of
time at voltage 0.05 V. Curves with diﬀerent colors correspond to
diﬀerent Lennard-Jones constants (ε) that measure the strength of the
attraction between charge carriers and electrodes. ε is set as 0.2379,
2.379, and 11.895 for the blue, red and green curves, respectively. The
upper blue curve corresponds to the net number of electron transfer
events from the right electrode to the solute atoms and the lower blue
curve corresponds to the net number of electron transfer events from
the solute atoms to left electrode, etc. The slope of the curves is the
current. As ε increases, charge carriers become trapped near the
electrode and the current through the system decreases. When ε is
large enough, the trapped charge carriers can no longer escape the
potential well and the steady state current is eﬀectively zero as
indicated by the ﬂat green curves.
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we show the cumulative net electron transfer count as a function
of time. We can see from the slope that, as ε increases, the current
decreases. At 10×, we still measure a continuous current as the
charge carriers are trapped only ﬂeetingly; the B− atoms
manage to escape the attracted potential well of the electrode
due to the collision with other atoms. However, when ε is very
large (50× the base), the trapped charge carrier can no longer
escape the trap of the electrode’s potential and the electron
transfer count becomes ﬂat (i.e., there is no longer a current).
One of the most exciting directions for future research will be
modeling interfacial chemical reactions.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we have employed a nonequilibrium simulation to
investigate the transport of electrons as mediated through an
J
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